
HOW TO WRITE AN INTRODUCTION FOR A RESEARCH PAPER

POWERPOINT LESSON

Introduction as an inverted triangle: moving from very general to very specific: rest of the paper, it is an
important/interesting scientific problem that your paper.

An annotated bibliography is similar to a works cited page, but each source is followed by a paragraph that
summarizes the source's claim in three or four sentences, argues for the source's authority and relevance to
your question, and explains why you have chosen to use it in your research paper. How much of a reflection of
you was that avatar? What are the big issues that show up over and over again as you research? Your audience
is interested in your topic, and they know what pop culture is, but may not be familiar with your specific issue.
Why do you think this is? Keep track of which ideas came from which source. Please skip a line between
MLA works cited entries and paragraphs. In advertisements? At first glance, why might the statement from
our class example be a little bit convincing? What is the timeframe for the data? How many months of
participant observation did you complete? What is its medium print, web, film, recording, etc? The researchers
found that men choose female avatars more often than women choose male avatars. Now, ask yourself, to
whom does this issue matter? Medium: Written paper, with the option of added images at the end. Remember,
your research proposal needs to have your research question at the top, followed by a discussion of what is at
stake, who might be affected, and what you need to find out before deciding where you stand. Have your
research question s checked by me. How many interviews did you carry out? Many sociologists and writers of
cultural criticism have written about malls as symbols of excess and of mindless consumerism. If so, what did
it look like? You should be able to go through all of the above in the first five minutes so that you can spend as
much of your time as possible sharing the rich detail of your own data and analyses. Your next slide should
contain your research questions mentioned in your introduction as well. Why is it important for this issue to be
explored? A character to represent you in the game. These essays can serve, if not as sources, than as models
for your own writing. I have known several students who were unable to pass, even after two or three tries,
and all of them spent more time doing other things than studying. Begin to notice common debates or themes
in your sources. What are readings from our book that intrigued you? What do you think of the idea of the
mall as a fantasy, a place that separates us from reality? Keep track of where you find them. Now what? Also,
if you choose to do the extra credit, you may use video and internet sources in your presentation. The previous
slide contained an example of a logical fallacy. In the media? The assumption that this essay and other cultural
criticism about malls makes is that the way that we shop and the way that malls are structured and presented to
us as destinations has a profound effect on our culture and the way we think about ourselves. What are some
good science fiction movies? Read at least five possible sources. Though, this all depends on the nature of the
work. Notice how both of these authors paint a clear picture of the situation and thoroughly explore why the
observations that have made matter. Your annotated bibliography will needâ€¦ Seven sources Each source put
into MLA works cited format as in example Sources alphabetized A paragraph following each source
discussing requirements on previous slide.


